JOURNAL – BLUE SECTION (OPVL)
Determine the origin, purpose, value and limitations of this source for a historian studying the
New Deal.
Source Name: Hofstadter on the New Deal
“All Roosevelt’s promises – to restore purchasing power and mass employment and
relieve the needy and aid the farmer and raise agricultural prices and balance the budget
and lower the tariff and continue protection – added up to a very discouraging
performance to those who hoped for a coherent liberal program…The New Deal will
never be understood by anyone who looks for a single thread of policy, a far-reaching,
far-seeing plan. It was a series of improvisations, many adopted very suddenly, many
contradictory. Such unity as it has was in political strategy, not economics… The New
Deal accomplished a heart-warming, relief of distress, it had achieved a certain measure
of recovery… But, as Roosevelt was aware, it had failed to realize his objectives of
distributive justices and sound, stable prosperity… What would have happened to the
political fortunes of Franklin D. Roosevelt if the war had not created a new theater for
his leadership?”
- Richard Hofstadter, The American Political Tradition and the Men Who Made It, 1948

REVIEW – CRITIQUES OF THE NEW
DEAL

IMPACT OF THE
NEW DEAL
I B H I S T O RY O F T H E A M E R I C A S Y E A R 1

IMPACT OF THE
G R E AT D E P R E S S I O N
ON SOCIET Y: WOMEN
AND MINORITIES

AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE GREAT
• Number of unemployed African
DEPRESSION
Americans 4 to 6 times greater than
•
•
•
•
•

whites
– At peak (1933), 75% African
Americans unemployed
Whites given job-preference
African Americans had little access to
relief programs
Southern sharecroppers were displaced
by AAA
Little effort from Roosevelt
administration to combat racism,
segregation
New Deal programs excluded or
segregated blacks (Exception – WPA)

AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE NEW
DEAL
Examples of prejudicial New Deal legislation
NRA

NRA codes allowed Blacks to be paid less for the same job as whites

CCC

CCC did not initially allow Black men to join; when they did, they were placed
in segregated camps

NLRA

NLRA excluded domestic workers, waiters, cooks, janitors, sharecroppers
(areas where Blacks were heavily employed)

Federal Housing
Administration
(FHA)

Refused to give mortgages to enable African Americans to buy homes in
“white” areas

TVA

TVA built all-white towns, reinforcing segregation

POLITICAL CHANGES
• “Black Cabinet” –advised FDR on issues
relating to minority education, housing, etc.
– including Mary McLeod Bethune,
worked with National Youth Administration
and director of Division of Negro Affairs; 1st
Black woman to head a federal agency
• Changes in voter affiliation – from Republican
to Democrat
• Despite inequalities in New Deal programs,
support for Roosevelt from the Black
community is evidence that New Deal policies
did make a difference

NATIVE AMERICANS
AND THE NEW DEAL
• Context: Reservation system and the Dawes Act
of 1887
• Bureau of Indian Affairs
– Headed by John Collier – concerned with
restoring Native American rights to selfdetermination
• Indian Reorganization Act of 1934
(Wheeler-Howard Act)
– Gave Native Americans a greater role in the
administration of their reservations and
protected their right to practice their
religion and culture
– Stopped sale of Native American land
– Drawback: implementation slow and not
equally accepted by all tribal nations

WOMEN IN THE GREAT
DEPRESSION
• Working class women did badly
• Women in unskilled jobs likely to be laid
off before men
• Women who kept jobs accused of being
responsible for male unemployment
• FDR’s administration did little to directly
improve the position of women

WOMEN AND THE NEW DEAL
Worked against women

Helped women indirectly

Economy Act (1933) – forbid members of
the same family from working for the
federal government (75% of women
working for govt would lose job)

SSA – welfare benefits for poor families

NRA est. principle of lower pay for women,
even for same job
Some agencies, like CCC, gave jobs
exclusively to men

Aid for Dependent Children program
(1935)

Fair Labor Standards Act – min wage
Wagner Act – protection for unions; women
participated in CIO

WOMEN IN THE GREAT
DEPRESSION
• New Deal gave women more political influence
– Eleanor Roosevelt used position as First
Lady to work with a network of
professional women. She challenged
discrimination in New Deal programs and
urged husband to consider problems facing
African Americans
– Frances Perkins – 1st woman in cabinet
position as Secretary of Labor

OVERALL IMPACT OF
THE NEW DEAL

SOCIAL IMPACT
• Although there were some
improvements in the position of
minority groups and women, the
gains were usually the result of
more general policies aimed
at the whole of the nation rather
than at specific groups.
• There were some exceptions,
particularly for Native
Americans, but there would
generally be no major
improvements for women
and minority groups until
WWII.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
• Both banking and business were saved as the
number of failures declined rapidly,
helping to bring about some stability.
• Unemployment was eased as jobs were
created, but unemployment still remained
high. Full recovery in employment only came
with the outbreak of WWII.
• The position of the poorest members of
society did not improve. Small farmers and
farm laborers gained little.
• Industrial laborers gained as labor unions
were recognized to a greater degree.

POLITICAL IMPACT
• The measures introduced by the Roosevelt
administration restored faith in the government and
preserved the capitalist system and
democracy.
• The government took on new roles, on a scale
never previously seen.
• There was some division – The New Deals
challenged what some saw as traditional values such
as self-help, while others were disillusioned with the
moderate changes to the economy.
• There were significant political realignments.
New Deal Liberalism (the belief that the
government should protect vulnerable individuals in
a time of crisis) became a dominant force in the
Democratic Party for decades.

I N T E R P R ETAT I O N S

JOURNAL – GREEN (TEXT ANALYSIS)
According to the source, what are three ways the New Deal achieved security?
Source name: David Kennedy quote
"Illuminated by the stern-lantern of history, the New Deal can be seen to have left
in place a set of institutional arrangements that constituted a more coherent
pattern than is dreamt of in many philosophies. That pattern can be summarized
in a single word: security – security for vulnerable individuals, to be sure, as
Roosevelt famously urged in his campaign for the Social Security Act of 1935,
but security for capitalists and consumers, for workers and builders as well. Job
security, life-cycle security, financial security, market security – however it might
be defined, achieving security was the leitmotif of virtually everything the New
Deal attempted.”
- David M. Kennedy, historian, Freedom From Fear, 1999

